
Kwik Kopy Bondi Junction  
Customer Testimonials
What our customers are saying about us...



Introduction

At Kwik Kopy, our clients inspire us everyday to go above and beyond to find 
solutions that help them succeed in their business. From reliable business printing, 
poster and banner printing, creative graphic design or innovative online solutions, 
we can help you achieve your current and future business goals.

We regularly seek feedback from our customers and love to hear how we helped, 
and even where we could improve. These are some of the comments and reviews we 
received from customers over the last few years.

We have a long and thorough background in meeting the needs of Small to Medium 
businesses. For more information about our products or services and how we can 
help, talk to us today.
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Having used the services of Kwik Kopy before I didn’t hesitate to use them again.  The service 
representative was very helpful in explaining the types of stock that would best suit my needs 
and the various options around quantities etc.  He opened the file and confirmed all was good 
to proceed.  With a new business, I was keen to get the printed products as soon as possible and 
Kwik Kopy Bondi Junction made this happen.  They contacted me as soon as the brochures were 
ready and I was thrilled with the result.  I will also be working with Kwik Kopy on my future 
design requirements such as bulk letter printing and new business folders that they suggested 
they could assist me with.  I highly recommend their services.

 Jo Johnson  - Director

14/01/2020A quality, efficient and cost effective service

Great product and customer service, quick response

 Zuzana  - Marketing Manager

14/12/2019Great product and customer service

Deliveries are always on time, efficiently and super flexible. Staff is very professional.

 MRabiet  - Events Manager

13/11/2019Always great service

I visited kwik kopy a month ago and Nicole and the team were very helpful in delivery fast 
printing for us for an event later that day. Excellent quality and great service, thank you!

 Niki000  - Marketing/Admin

8/10/2019
Great service, very fast work on last-minute 
proje

Kwik Kopy Bondi Junction

No matter what challenge I present to Kwik Kopy at Bondi Junction is 
always completed in a professional manner and a timely manner.

 Sharonspils  - Sussman

14/12/2019Fantastic Service“ ”
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David is great, never hassles me, just gets my order processed as quick as possible which is 
normally within 2 working days

 Tony25  - National Sales & Marketing Manager

10/09/2019Extremely quick service

I find the staff at Kwik Kopy really easy to communicate with and also very efficient and 
professional.  My job, as always, was delivered on time.

 The PI Team  - Client Services Manager

10/07/2019Great Virtual Service

I reguarly get my printing work done through Kwick Koy Bondi Junction. They have a fantastic 
team, extremely helpful and they get the job done brilliantly.

 Kerrie H  - Director

10/07/2019Without a hitch  and faultlessly delivered!

I use kwik kopy for all my printing of multiple larger format prints and development packages. 
Some print jobs require multiple copies of certain documents and others are various sizes. KK are 
always on to it and provide quality prints in a timely manner.

 Craigs  

10/07/2019Great service

I bought some custom a4 notepads full colour. I’m very happy with the 
outcome! Will buy from again!

 Candy  - Interior Designer

15/08/2019Fast, reliable service!“ ”
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Thanks to the Bondi Junction team for turning around my posters in 24hours.

 Comedy Producer  - EP

12/06/2019Fantastic turn around. Excellent result.

We have been using Kwik Kopy for so many years and they have never disappointed us with their 
service and products.

 Ways Youth and Family  - Office Manager

12/06/2019Great Service

I’ve sent several jobs to Kwick Kopy Bondi Junction now and have been delighted with the service 
and the product every time!

 Kimbo251  - Office Assistant

20/05/2019Quick, efficient and all with a smile!

Love the team at KK Bondi Junction. They’re always willing to make the extra effort to ensure the 
my book printing jobs are of the best quality and delivered on time.

 Jaqui  - The Book Adviser

14/05/2019Great client service

The team there are always so helpful. No job too small and any changes they are always happy to 
assist.

 Michele3e  

14/05/2019Great service and no job to small
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I visited Kwik Kopy Bondi Junction and found their helfpulness and friendliness amazing.They are 
excellent in their speedy reply to emails.The quality of my business card  makes me very happy, 
and I have received great feedback on it as well!

 Blysse  - Massage Therapist

14/05/2019Great service and products

I’ve used Kwik copy several times and find them efficient and careful in their work, using quality 
papers, and providing subtle advice on lay-out.

 PhotoPhilip  - Photographer And Gallery Manager

10/04/2019Excellent printing on high quality papers

The guys there do an excellent job. They are very helpful and always have done exactly what we 
want with a lot of ideas and proposals.Highly recommended!

 Xarma  - Manager

16/03/2019Quick and effective

I wanted to get an artwork printed and emailed my image and accepted the quote when i went 
to the store they could not find the email and i stood there more then 20 minutes and was so 
frustrated

 JenH  - PA

16/01/2019mostly satisfied

Why I keep coming back to use Kwik Kopy BJ is that they make it so easy, 
nothing is a problem even when I am on a terrible deadline & everything 
gets completed on time or before I need it.  Also the team are so cheerful & 
respond intelligently to any questions.

 KaamaJ  - Founding CEO

14/01/2019Always on time with a smile!“ ”
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The Staff are very supportive and informative and printing results were perfect.

 Patrice  - Psychotherapist

11/12/2018
Service was Superb and products excellent 
quality

As a brief summary Unbelievably good service - Hands down the best service by a business I’ve 
had in 2018!I have (& I shall continue to) give recommendations to others that Kwik Kopy Bondi 
Junction is a great business (David Leong in particular), who goes the extra mile, to do whatever 
they possibly can to complete a “surprise project” without notice or pre-emptive warning. 
(Unfortunately, the above is typical of my Mum & her last minute way of doing business!).
However, I often work on very large Projects as the Project Director. We have huge printing 
requirements. Literally thousands of Drawings & Reports are a standard weekly requirement. 
David couldn’t have known this - however, as a result of the outstanding service & performance 
of David & his team - I will be looking to engage him on my next major project for printing 
services.The type of service I get from other printing offices - is appalling in comparison.

 Dave Magick  - Project Director

11/12/2018Exemplary service - went above & beyond

I place my printing needs with Kwik Kopy Bondi Junction and need a quick turn around for job 
delivery. Everyone on team is wonderful and gets the job done, its never a problem. Thanks guys.

 Intuitive  - Owner/ Co-Director

9/10/2018Exceptional assistance and co operation

I needed to do do quick brochure printing and nobody was able to do it faster then this guys

 ArthurWhite  

9/10/2018Great service

i visited KwikKopy and had cards made up.  Am happy with the quality, just need a copy of the 
receipt since I paid at the end of September.

 Clancee  - Director

9/10/2018great products and service thanks
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The whole team is so effecient and welcoming - nothing is too hard for them

 Vladia  - Co Founder

8/10/2018amazing efficient team!

I visited Kwik Copy Bondi Junction in August with a complex contract which required two copies 
and three soft copies saved onto USB memory sticks.  The contract had a number of double 
sided colour sections with approximately 45 sections and numerous subsections.  In addition 
the contract had a number of A3 coloured Architectural, landscape and Services drawings some 
double side and upside down.  The staff was very accommodating by sorting and purchasing all 
the folders, dividers and USB memory sticks.  They also spent the time to assist me in sorting out 
which documents could be copied in black and white so as to save on cost.The entire experience 
from star to finish was made easy and I have nothing but positive things to say about Kwik Coy 
Bondi Junction.  In summary I would use them again with confidence thank you.

 Kwik Kopy Bondi Junction customer  - Director

12/09/2018Great service, accomidating staff, affordable

Everything I asked for to assist wit the project was readily provided

 Dhai  - Treasurer

11/09/2018Regular job, so happy with the result

I recently ordered some business cards which were processed and printed efficiently.  As we were 
unable to collect these from the Bondi Junction store they were personally delivered to our office 
in Darling Point - fantastic and wonderful ‘above and beyond’ service.

 Fi Cole  - Administration Manager

10/09/2018love the personal experience

needed a rush job on a promo opportunity and they delivered

 Bubs  - Director

10/09/2018Quick turn over
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You have always done the utmost for my business. You do all things on time.I would recommend 
you to anyone

 John knights  - Interior Designer

28/03/2018You are all wonderful

The team were efficient and knowledgable. My order was the first for my new business and the 
cards were printed and ready for collection at short notice. Standards of printing  high and super 
helpful

 SHaron Dav  - Director

2/01/2018Excellent service

The product turned out exactly how we wanted it to be. It took a bit or back and forth but we 
finally came up with the finished product.

 The Raw Guys  - Managing Director

28/12/2017Great Job and service was good

I needed a product quickly and the service was prompt and efficient

 Naft  - Co-President

26/12/2017Helpful service

Always work with us to meet deadlines, respond to emails after hours, very obliging

 JulieG  - Executive Assistant

24/12/2017Great service
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Everyone at Kwik Kopy went out of their way to help me meet a pre-Christmas deadline

 Clan Davidson  - Newsletter Editor

22/12/2017A most obliging team

i visited kwik kopy a month ago so happy i did excellent quality

 Sharon123  - Director

14/12/2017brochure printing

We went to Kwik Kopy to get some marketing materials printing out before a pitch meeting. They 
were incredibly fast and helpful, I was very impressed with their level of customer service.

 Kwik Kopy Bondi Junction customer  - Development Manager

14/12/2017Great customer service!

I would like to express my satisfaction and the great professionalism I’ve been seeing from my 
work with Kwik Kopy. Please, keep working with same passion and the same attitude towards 
your customers. Kwik Kopy is a reliable partner for our business and I am more than happy that 
you have secured an important part of our marketing development. Just as a positive critique, I 
would like to add that sometimes my e-mails are not being seen/read on time but it only takes 
me a phone call afterwards to get things started and running. Thank you for your help during this 
year and we are looking forward to work with you in 2018.

 Michelle De Sangosse  - Marketing Coordinator

14/12/2017Awesome professionalism

I had an important meeting scheduled and realised I had run out of business cards. It was 3hrs till 
the meeting started and I was worried about the clients thinking I wasn’t professional if I didn’t 
have any business cards to give them. I rang kwikkopy at Bondi Junction and within 1 hour my 
cards were ready and I could relax! The service was impeccable and super fast. I just uploaded my 
design and that was it. The quality was very high and better than I expected. I highly recommend 
them to all.

 Maggie22  - Solicitor

8/11/2017SUPER FAST SERVICE EXCELLENT QUALITY
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Emmanuel and his team offer some of the best customer service that I have experienced. Nothing 
is too much trouble in fact they go over and above. The result is always perfect, they are a joy to 
work with

 Juliespring  - Consultant

30/10/2017Amazing service and products

Good service, quality product and great quick turnaround. Thanks KKBJ!

 SydIns  - State Service Manager

30/10/2017Always great service

I use Kwik Kopy mostly for production of collateral for my business.  We are a small business so 
production of collateral is also small.  The team at Kwik Kopy are always fast with giving quotes 
and helpful advice on stock and sizing, and jobs are turned around fast.

 Kwik Kopy Bondi Junction customer  - Owner

21/10/2017Good turnaround and informative ideas

Service provided by Kwik Copy was a high standard,  The staff were helpful and helped with the 
artwork with our business cards.  This is much appreciated.

 Jase2022  - Supervisior

4/09/2017Excellent Service and Professional

I had a business presentation where I required a large canvas print and I 
needed it fast ! Kwik Kopy were amazing, not only did they print what I 
needed quickly, the quality and professionalism of the staff was second 
to none, I’ve used them several times since then !

 Kwik Kopy Bondi Junction customer  - State Underwriting Manager

21/10/2017Professional, quick and friendly“ ”
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We use Kwik Kopy regularly for our business, very prompt service and advice from all the staff

 Janey  - Office Manager

4/09/2017Very Fast Service

Was able to have the cards printed for me on a very quick turn around and provided me some 
temporary cards for use

 John M  - Director

4/09/2017Good service and Polite staff

Always dealt with one person which made things a lot easier - would recommend this stays in 
place (thanks Nicole Morrison personally!). Great communication over email and phone. Easy to 
communicate back and forth regarding quotes when you’re dealing with just one person. Personal 
emails make a difference & make things easier as well (instead of standard template emails).

 Olivia  - Sales Admin

31/07/2017Great communication & quick delivery!

I have visited your store twice both time had a great experience and would never go anywhere 
else now ever!

 Karen Day  - Director

25/07/2017awesome service

the staff was very helpful, & the prices. were reasonable.i would definatly recomend kwik kopy to 
family & friends.

 Samantha  - Psychic Healer

21/07/2017i was very happy with the advice &service,
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Always good friendly service with a smile, and the papers to read is a great idea while we wait :-)

 Carsten  - CEO

21/07/2017Business cards

Really happy with our envelopes, they were clean and crisp colour was great and we received 
them in such a timely manor.

 Kwik Kopy Bondi Junction customer  - Assistant Manager/Reception

23/06/2017So happy with our experiance

Contacted Kwik Kopy in regards to printing for work. People were super helpful! And not to 
mention fast as I had a tight deadline. Very efficient and lovely greeting when I went to pick up 
order.

 KellyD  - Interior Designer

19/06/2017Breezeful Printing!

As you say above, great service.  No complaints .  All done on time and to my satisfaction.

 Kwik Kopy Bondi Junction customer  

19/06/2017Great service

When I visited Kwik Kopy Bondi Junction to get my business cards printed they showed me a new 
treatment that made my new logo pop as well as a premium stylish finish. Thank you Kwik Kopy 
for a hassle free quick turnaround on my new business cards.

 ChrisC  - Director

19/06/2017Business Cards with Style
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I needed copies professionally printed in a hurry. I emailed the files and was able to pick them up 
the same day

 Kwik Kopy Bondi Junction customer  

17/06/2017Great service, fast turnaround

Used KwikKopy for business cards and brochures, both are fantastic quality and look great. The 
service was efficient and the process straight forward. Very happy overall.

 Kwik Kopy Bondi Junction customer  - Executive Officer

8/06/2017Great service, quality products

recommended by friend and pleased with overall service

 Noah  - Owner

7/06/2017service

We needed invitations printed to an important event, with the date being decided very last 
minute. Kwik Kopy Bondi Junction. David and his team not only delivered a quality product on 
time- it was a couple of hours early!

 Kwik Kopy Bondi Junction customer  - Partnerships Officer

7/06/2017Accommodated quick turn around

I had Kwik Kopy do some posters for an upcoming conference. They allowed me to upload using 
dropbox whoch meant I didn’t have to come in and drop off a USB. They were flexible with 
collection.All in all it was very easy!

 Mattie J  - Head Of Client Service

7/06/2017Excellent service, friendly!
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Love working with you guys , you always get what I need

 Idan  - Managing Director

6/06/2017Very professional, always nice

Very vast turn around, very helpful and accommodating. I’ll ask the team for help again.

 Project team 1  - Project Manager

23/04/2017Great service and products

Always meet tight deadlines, always on hand to help and quality is always great!

 Kieran  - Creative Manager

21/02/2017Fast and efficient service

Great service and product. We have being ordering from Kwik for last few years and always 
happy with them.

 DentDoubleBay  

21/02/2017Excellent

Kwik Kopy designed and printed a 36 colour booklet for us. The service and turnaround times 
were excellent.

 Suzier  - Administrator

21/02/2017Great service and very efficient
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Quickly printed some laminated cards at short notice and advised on a quicker finish to meet 
the deadline. Much friendlier than the other place I rang (Office Works) Only issue is I’d suggest 
a new system for getting emails over the phone that’s not writing them down, as mine is simple 
but they got it wrong which delayed the process. E.g. perhaps get people to fill out a form to 
request a quote, or just repeat back email verbally to verify. Otherwise everything went smoothly.

 AnnaTSG  - Marketing Director

21/02/2017Fast and easy

We have recently used Kwik Kopy for a large print job with a variety of mediums. Their team were 
very helpful in recommending the best options to get the best result for our project. The price 
was competitive and the quick turn around time was fantastic.

 Karen2015  

21/02/2017Helpful, great service, great product

Kwikkopy is the Best Customer Service i have come across!

 Catherine98  

18/12/2016Customer Service

The signs I used for Bimbi Magical Sydney stall and instagram frame were fantastic!great service 
and product I would definitely raccomand

 Saby Magica  - Kids Entertainment Coordinator

18/12/2016Great service and product

Good freiendly service - process and good end product

 Linda 2016  - Manager

18/12/2016Good service - helpful good end product
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Waverley Council is a regular customer of Kwik Kopy. We appreciate the service and quality of 
products. We appreciate their efforts and personal touch!

 Dhrupa  - L&D Administration

8/12/2016Quick and Great Service - as the name says!

I have been using Kwik Kopy ever since I started university, their ability to get projects out on 
time and using quality products is something I heavily relied on. Especially as an over tired and 
pressured Uni student. I now work full time as an Interior Designer and our entire office also 
relies on quick turn arounds, we often have a few queries for the staff relating to Kwik Kopy’s 
products/services and they have always been extremely helpful. We can guarantee that we will 
continue to use their services in the future and would recommend others to do so too.

 Emmatmh  - Interior Designer

8/11/2016Quality products and friendly service.

I use KwikKopy Bondi Junction frequently for the great service and quality products produced. 
They are always very friendly and helpful.

 Renee123  - Marketing Manager

1/11/2016Great service and great products

A fantastic team led by  a formidable leader! Thanks for helping with all our business solutions.

 Mitchell Price  - Chief Of Staff

21/10/2016Bruce Notley-Smith

These guys have been great!  I’ve had lots of last min print jobs with lots of detail. Every job has 
been correct and the staff have been very helpful

 Carly Splendour  - Director

18/10/2016Great service & quality
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Very prompt and efficient service with product delivery ahead of schedule!

 Pacstar  - Managing Director

3/10/2016Recommendation for Bondi Junction

Been doing business with them in conjunction with Bondi council & The festival of the Winds 
event..happy & proud to have them as our new sponsor.

 Studio ramonde  - President Off Akf.Org.Au

3/10/2016
love there “ proffessional can do anythi atti-
tude

Kwik Kopy Bondi Junction always delivers for us. I do my best to book a time in advance - and I 
usually end of changing that and amending the request - and David Leong and his team ALWAYS 
deliver.

 Nicknamenotrelevant  - Business Development Mgr

27/09/2016Orbit World Travel - always impressed

The team worked really well under tight deadlines on my latest order. Always a pleasure working 
with Emmanuel and team.

 SydIns  

22/09/2016Awesome

I’ve been using Kwik Kopy for a number of years now through 
my previous work place and current. The staff are always very 
easy going, respond to emails quickly and the work is always 
completed on time and speedily. Couldn’t ask for more!

 Angelawong  - Director

18/10/2016Great and fast service!!“ ”
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We have begun using Kwik Kopy Bondi Junction for our corporate printing needs. The service 
from Emmanuel and team is spectacular. Clear communication, and exceed expectations

 Andrew1  - Key Account Manager

22/09/2016Great service

We have used Kwik Kopy multiple times for posters and charts for our presentations. they are 
always quick and give us excellent quality prints which we have had no issues with.

 Robyn  - Business Analyst

18/08/2016Quick and Great Quality

I work in a retail organisation which is fast moving and deadline driven. When I’ve got to get 
Point of Sale and other printed material out to the national network of stores, Emmanuel and the 
team are always available to get the job done and nothing ever seems a problem

 RyMac  - Marketing Manager

18/08/2016Always available and never a problem

very happy with the service provided by all staff. I needed a job done ASAP and they delivered in 
time. Will definitely use them again

 Phoebe  - Manager

18/08/2016great service and done very quickly

Having a dedicated printer, means I can update depleted stock, with a phone call and a few 
emails...

 Danny B  - Ceo

16/08/2016Existing client seeks refulfillment
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We always receive our products by the requested date and appreciate the support we receive to 
make the right product choice for our needs..

 Kwik Kopy Bondi Junction customer  - Community Development Officer

4/08/2016Great, reliable service!

On a number of occasions this year we have approached Kwik Kopy in Bondi Junction for urgent 
and out of the ordinary print jobs. On every occasion the team has responded positively, giving 
guidance as to the quality of files and images provided but most importantly, always on time!

 Pete  - National L&D Manager

22/07/2016Outstanding service

So easy and end result was great - would recommend to anyone wanting to do their own photo 
book.

 Barnowl  - Communications Manager

21/07/2016Great hard cover photo book

I visited kwik copy to print plans for my new project. their quick service has saved me hundreds 
of dollars in lost time and quality was without flaw

 Josef  - Project Manager

21/07/2016Good service

Thanks Kwik Copy Bondi Junction you guys are always friendly, professional, and always prompt 
with service and delivery.

 TamaraK  - Youth Development Officer

21/01/2016Kwik by name, kwick by nature!
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Every time I contact kwik Kopy with an order, they respond very promptly. I am always astonished 
how quickly the job turns up at my desk.

 Badger  - Sustainable Officer

29/12/2015Quick and great service

We had a couple of urgent jobs. Lester and the KK team are always ‘can do’, professional and 
courteous. Great for our small jobs that need quick turnaround.

 Spa2015  

14/12/2015Great service - professional, friendly, efficient

Kwik Kopy Bindi junction are a great team, they always deliver on time and great quality printing.
Highly recommend :)

 Style Patisserie  - Director

10/12/2015Always helpful, great service - always deliver

I have had the pleasure to deal with Kwik Kopy since I commenced my role with Waverley 
Council. I have received excellent friendly and professional customer service. Nothing is too much 
trouble. I don’t mean printing but include the accounts department and the delivery service.

 Melissa  - Community Liaison Co-Ordinator

10/12/2015Customer Service



Contact us today to find out how 
we can help you.

www.bondi.kwikkopy.com.au


